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Executive Summary

● the key drivers to someone believing she/he would get more out of life by adopting a healthy 
lifestyle: what would the benefits be 

● What is their definition of a healthy lifestyle – what routine/regimen should it require
● What is their outlook – vision, dreams, goals, or ambitions
● What are the challenges they face (or, in their opinion society is faced with)?
● What is the opportunities they believe lie ahead...how does a healthy life help in making most 

of opportunities  
● If they had to ‘preach why a healthy life’, what would their topic be and what would they say?



Problems & Opportunity

● Indonesians are not fruitarians
● mostly fruits are only given in hospitals
● juice can be acidic → stomach ache
● today, healthy has gone beyond just “not being sick”
● Its’ message changes to “does you good” → feel good
● Provide interesting campaigns such as promotional events 



Market and Environmental Analysis

● how much fruit do Indonesians eat?
● why do people eat less fruit here?
● how to get Indonesians to eat more fruits?
● do people prefer convenient on the go packages or the other way around?
● how often or where Buavita is distributed?
● people’s purchasing behavior
● decision making habits and processes



Target audience: Healthy 

Lifestyle Adapters
 Habits or healthy behaviors

○ brush and floss daily
○ get a good night’s rest
○ enjoy regular family meals
○ smile and laugh out loud several times a day
○ meditate, pray, or otherwise find solace 
○ pedometer and get it to motivate you to walk, walk, walk
○ stand up straight
○ yoga
○ power up protein
○ HAVE POSITIVE ATTITUDE



Target audience: Healthy 

Lifestyle Adapters
Measuring up healthfulness by...

○ do they smoke?
○ are they able to maintain a healthy weight or 
○ are they successfully losing weight to attain that healthy weight?
○ do they eat at least 5 servings of fruits and vegetables daily?
○ do they exercise 30 min or more, 5 times a week?



Target audience: Healthy 

Lifestyle Adapters
● WHY DO WE GET HEALTHY?

○ While we can’t always stop ourselves from getting sick, if you eat 
healthy food, drink plenty of water and are physically active you’ll 
be more likely to live a long and healthy life.



Target audience: Healthy 

Lifestyle Adapters

People who are MENTALLY AND EMOTIONALLY HEALTHY have:
● A sense of contentment.
● A zest for living - ability to laugh and have fun.
● The ability to deal with stress 
● A sense of meaning and purpose, in both activities and relationships.
● The flexibility to learn new things and adapt to change. 
● A balance between work and play, rest and activity, etc.
● build and maintain fulfilling relationships.
● Self-confidence and high self-esteem.



Consumer Insights Survey



Consumer Insights Survey

To physically look fit - 63% a 4
positive attitude about life - 63% a 4

get rid of being sick - 50% a 4, 30% a 3
feel more good about yourself - 47% a 4, 27% a 5

long and healthy lifestyle - 60% a 4, 27% a 5
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Consumer Insights survey

Price - 37% a 4, 37% a 3
Healthiness - 57% a 4, 27% a 5
Packaging - 53% a 4
Flavor - 57% a 4
Promos - 30% a 3 and 4
Great ads - 33% a 4, and less



Consumer Insights Survey
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Positioning Strategy

● being healthy - not only physically, but mentally or emotionally
● Concluded that Indonesian people want to do anything without 

restrictions
● go for more to find solutions
● people strive for betterment everyday and want to reach their goals and 

ambitions
● self independence - to make others proud of their achievements
● big dreams - entrepreneur, great job, do good in school
● want to be more healthy
● most want to maintain a healthy lifestyle



Brand Positioning & Expected Results

Buavita will….

● make you go for more
● make you have a positive attitude, therefore creating a “go for more” 

attitude
● create a sense of contentment and a zest for living
● make you feel good, therefore creates a motivation to reach for your 

goals



Communication Strategy

Creative Concept
● Utilizing car free day - go for more campaign

○ promotional events - buavita booth
○ provide fruit facts - why it is beneficial


